
Our Truth 

We Know that Oneness with all = Utter Freedom and the release from any experience of dis-ease. 

If you claim command of your life, your destiny, then it is yours to command within the parameters of your will 
and service as these are aligned with or given to the Father; but where you are willing to release and to be 
open, then your will is the Father’s, and the Father's yours —the sense of separation grows dim, the sense of 
Oneness becomes luminous.


_________________


It’s not a question of being closer to God, or further on the road to reaching oneness with God, is it? Because 
we are never apart from Him. So if we change the entire focus in your minds, just for a brief moment or two, 
of no longer thinking of distances, roads, doctrines, learning processes, and all that sort—we could go on and 
on here—and instead stop for just a moment and think of this: It’s not a process of learning or discovery. It is 
a process of recovery. To regain that which you already have. But this time, when you come to the realization 
of your true nature, and you do so from within the perspective of having had these numerous sojourns in 
finiteness, you will be much different than you were before you began, will you not? For you will have the 
understanding and the experience that has contributed to your knowledge, that it should become wisdom.


We began this group by saying we intend — no barriers stand between you in physical and in spiritual; 
wherefrom there are no boundaries, no limits, no definitions, save those which are willfully chosen.


We define Freedom as — not being bound by the limitations, or by the habits, the dictums, the mores


We have shared — If the group agrees to this, then, it is empowered; if they cannot agree to this, then you 
see, it does not have the power that you are seeking.


We have stated our intent is to break Free from our choice when we incarnated; we believe it is not only our 
right and within our power, but that it is our destiny — You chose this incarnation knowing all of the factors, 
knowing the conditions that are prevalent and that you would break Free.


We believe we have the power — the power of having chosen makes the way open and passable for each of 
you to allow and to manifest the claiming of your Uniqueness, so far as you would wish to extend it. [our intent 
is to not stop at anything]


	 And — When two or more come together unto a common work or ideal, and willfully — see, WILLfully 
— set aside that which could or does limit, in the process, then they build that power that naturally, normally 
flows through them as individuals. And they place it, so to say, in that which is now likened unto a golden cup 
called Oneness, which is represented by the individual components who form the grouping.


	 And — It is true that having a physical expression (body) in the finite expression of Earth places it 
within the collective thought of that environ, and therefore, some subjectivity to that thoughtform is a part of 
the journey therein. This is known well in advance and, quite frankly, is prepared for. Yet, the power in its 
complete expression, lies within each of you.


We have found our path and are not seeking more — When a good worker comes Unto a work which is 
intended to be the very best that worker can accomplish, can do, they do not choose to do many, many, 
peripheral works along with it.


	 And — We tell you clearly this is not a quest to find something. It is not a mission where you are going 
forth to obtain, to gather something. It is a process of learning to accept and to claim the Truth of what is 
already within you.


We are in the process of building a “world” that crosses spans the Median Point — Build a world for yourself 
that represents what you consider to be the highest and best, and know that that will contribute to the whole. 



